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Today we will:

• Look at what markers want to see in a good description
• Revise what ambitious lexical choices are
• Revise some sentence forms and punctuation you can use to make 

your writing varied



Ingredients for a good description

AKA, what markers look for!
• A range of  ambitious vocabulary/lexical choices
• A range of  sentence forms used for effect
• A range of  punctuation for effect
• A range of  techniques/devices
• Five kinds of  sensory imagery



Using different word choices can 
create tone

Tone means mood – the way that the writer wants you, the reader, to feel.
For example:

Harker wandered through the ancient woodland, longing to see Mina
Harker ambled through the dappled glades, hoping to see Mina.

In all three sentences the character is doing the same thing – travelling through the trees and 
looking for Mina. However, the word choices make a huge difference to how we picture the 
scenario. We FEEL differently about the situation in each.

Harker plunged through the decrepit forest, desperate to find Mina



Connotations

A connotation is an IDEA or FEELING that a word makes you think of  via 
association.

When writers choose words, they think about the connotations as well as the meaning of  the 
word.

Words can have POSITIVE, NEGATIVE or NEUTRAL connotations as well as more specific 
connotations, such as connotations of  VIOLENCE.



Connotations

Example:

Scrooge is a regular saver.

Scrooge is stingy.

You broke my heart

You eviscerated me

You hurt my feelingsScrooge is thrifty.





Much more ambitious vocabulary…

§Cataclysm
§Debacle
§Adversity
§Deluge
§Anguish



Your turn!

Create similar mindmaps of  words that connote the following terms.
Remember, these are not synonyms, although some might have similar 
meanings to the original word.
Be as ambitious as you can and don’t be afraid to use a thesaurus!

Celebration AdventureCrisis



Sentence forms can be used for 
effect…or just to keep us interested!
Writers often vary their sentence forms in order to avoid a monotonous, 
repetitive pace. They can also use sentences to create effects such as:
§ A long list to emphasis the sheer number of  something

For example: There was the dinner to make, the kitchen to clean, the cat to feed, the dog to walk and the kids to entertain.

§ A long, dragging sentence to evoke a long journey

For example: As they wound their slow way through the muddy hills and dales the rain intensified, the sodden grass swiping 
at their legs and soaking them, while the ceaseless wind driving at them seemed to silently suggest they were going the wrong
way.

§ A short, sharp sentence to evoke a sense of  shock or surprise

For example: There was a creak behind her. She stopped. Slowly, she turned around.



Punctuation can help to vary our 
sentences and keep our writing 
fresh
Examples of  higher-level punctuation are:

§ Colons

§ Semicolons

§ Ellipses

§ Dashes 



Colons

Look like this :
They can introduce a list or a quote
Colons say “as follows”, “which are” or “thus”

There are three choices: fight, flight or freeze

X The three choices are: fight, flight or freeze X

As Nelson Mandela said: “It always seems impossible until it’s done.”



Semicolons

Look like this ;
Separate items in a list where the items are longer than one or two words
Separate two independent clauses to show they are related to each other

I need my bookbag, which is heavy; my pen, which ought to be blue; my phone, in case I need to 
make a call; and my laptop.  

(The items in the list contain internal punctuation, so the semicolons help the reader keep track)

Sometimes I have cake for breakfast; life is too short.

(The semicolon shows that the ideas are related; A full-stop would not show this)



Dashes

Look like this –
Create a pause in dialogue or description, as if  the narrative voice has been cut off
Can replace parentheses (brackets) if  the text in the brackets is lengthy/contains its own punctuation

“There was a rumbling beneath my feet, a tremor in the ground and then – then the whole floor 
just – gave way!”

They played awfully last season – which was, in no small part, down to bad management.



Ellipses (singular: ellipsis)

Look like this …
Create a pause in dialogue or description, as if  the narrative voice has trailed off  into silence
Can show that something has been cut out of  a quotation

“After the rain, the jungle began to stir again…I crawled out from my shelter to survey the 
damage.”

As O’Reilly says, “grammar may be a dry subject…but it is a necessity.”



Your turn!

Look up definitions for each of  these punctuation features and try to 
write your own.
Come up with your own example for each!

§Colon
§Semicolon
§Dash
§Ellipsis


